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dear player, welcome to the new, completely unique, completely
furious and completely addictive, already hilariously addictive,

exciting mod for the popular strategy mobile title first strike! this is
an old game (2000) with a lot of flaws. that's why we decided to fix
it and add some of our own features. in the android version of the
game, you can: replay the game: play each map for as long as you

want (11) and finally replay them! customize the game: choose
any eight units and quickly achieve insane victory conditions. you
can also play with 10,11 or more units. dear user, welcome to the

new, completely unique, completely furious and completely
addictive, already hilariously addictive, exciting mod for the

popular strategy mobile title first strike! this is an old game (2000)
with a lot of flaws. that's why we decided to fix it and add some of

our own features. in the android version of the game, you can:
replay the game: play each map for as long as you want (11) and
finally replay them! customize the game: choose any eight units
and quickly achieve insane victory conditions. you can also play
with 10,11 or more units. also, because we like to support small
developers like yourselves, we will hand over all of our profits
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made from the sale of this mod to you guys! first strike: final hour
free download [full] the mod has only positive reviews, it's tested

on most devices and it will quickly install on your android phone or
tablet.
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if youre like us, you love strategy games and of course you love
android! the high quality graphics, fast gameplay, and slick sound
design will keep you hooked till the end. if you are fond of playing
different kind of strategy games, then i recommend downloading
this game right away. this modded first strike: final hour can now
be yours! it is full of surprises for those who have played it before.
now you can complete each mission with no fear of the only one

thing that might stop you—rushing the timer! this mod has all the
features of the original but, with a twist. first strike is now just a

click away in the mod interface. use the edit feature to generate a
perfect sim for any mission! it's a free download! the mission editor
has been enhanced to permit users to see how their sims will look

like in the game before they finish it. it includes features like, 'i
want to make the k-9 look more like the original in any mission,
what should i change?', and 'i want to make the uk able to have
poodle dogs and a bomb shelter in some missions, what should i
change?' from its start date of january 1986, you have to choose

which side you want to defend: north america, south america,
europe, africa, eurasia or asia. you can choose this as many times
as you want. new technologies and units, along with new features
like civil unrest and stability changes, come along with each side
as you progress. when your side reaches 0 gold, an alert sound is

triggered. if you are the last player remaining, you'll be challenged
by the computer. you have to make a decision to either play to the

end or bail out and you cannot change that decision once it's
made. 5ec8ef588b
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